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he Cure’s first album in over 10 years “will be
the last”. The ‘Boys Don’t Cry’ group have
been working in the studio on their upcoming
as-yet-untitled 14th record - their first since

2008’s ‘4:13 Dream’ - and keyboardist Roger O’Donnell
thinks it will most likely be their final release. He told
SiriusXM: “I personally think it will be the last Cure
record. I know it’s been said a million times before, but at
this stage in our lives... As far as I’m concerned, yeah, this
is it,. “But I’ve gone into every album thinking this is it,

and not glibly. I actually think this is it.” Roger added that
he even told frontman Robert Cure that it was time to say
goodbye to the band and make it the “saddest” and “most
dramatic” collection possible. He said: “It’s epic, I can say
that about it. I mean, playing it and sitting there and lis-
tening back to it... everybody’s jaws were dropping. “I
said to Robert a couple of years ago, ‘We have to make
one more record, and it has to be the saddest record
that’s ever been made and the most dramatic’. And I think
it will be.” Meanwhile, with the group - made up of

Roger, Robert and their bandmates Simon, Jason Cooper
and Reeves Gabrels - set to headline Glastonbury in June
with many other festival dates lined up over summer, and
the musician hinted that they could preview some of the
new material at the shows. He teased: “We’re thinking
about playing it live, whenever we get to do that [and]
whenever it gets finished.”

The Cure’s next
album ‘will be the last’ 
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Arthur says
Cowell apologized

for Syco snub
ames Arthur says Simon Cowell apologized for
dropping him from Syco. The former ‘X Factor’
champion was signed to the music mogul’s
record label in 2012 but he was dropped just

two years later after controversy over a song featuring
aggressive lyrics, but in 2016 he was welcomed back.
Speaking to Sarah-Jane Crawford backstage at Radio
Hits Live, James said: “I re-signed to Syco and they asked
me to perform on ‘The X Factor’ on the same day.
“[Simon] was very humble, he said: ‘Thank you very
much for accepting us again, we made a mistake before,
you’ve been A-listed on all the radio stations’. It felt like
all my dreams have come true.” Although the ‘Say You
Won’t Let Go’ hitmaker is in a much better place now, he
admitted he was worried his career was over when he
parted ways with Syco. He added: “I’ll never forget the
day it was two-and-half years ago and I was like: ‘I’m
done, I’m on the scrapheap’. “That was September 2016
and I’m sitting there in my flat about to release this song
and no labels in the UK would take it, I was blacklisted as
I’d been a naughty boy.” Meanwhile, the 30-year-old
musician has previously revealed his plans to explore an
acting career. Speaking late last year, he said: “I’ve taken
a couple of acting lessons. I’ve had people reach out and
ask me if I want to come to auditions... When people ask
me what other goals I’ve got and what are the ambitions
I’ve got, it’s definitely acting.” The British star thinks his
troubled past, which saw him struggle with suicidal
thoughts after being dropped from, and his battle with a
drug addiction, will allow him to take on a range of differ-
ent roles. He said previously: “I want to become a
Hollywood film star. I genuinely would love to be in some
movies. I am a massive film geek and I love movies. “I
have been through, and seen so many dramas and trau-
mas, and been in so many situations that I can probably
interpret a few different characters.”

Richard Ashcroft
covers Prince’s 
Purple Rain at

London concert 
ichard Ashcroft performed a version of
Prince’s ‘Purple Rain’ at his concert at the
Olympia in London on Saturday night. The 47-
year-old singer/songwriter was playing his

own track ‘This Is How It Feels’ - from his 2016 solo
album ‘These People’ - when he included his tribute to
the late pop legend changing the lyrics to the famous
chorus. Ashcroft is on tour in support of his most recent
LP ‘Natural Rebel’ and the album provided some high-
lights, including ‘Surprised by the Joy’ and ‘Money
Money’, as well as other solo songs such as ‘They Don’t
Own Me’, ‘A Song For The Lovers’ and ‘Hold On’. But it
was undoubtedly the songs by his former band The Verve
that prompted the biggest reaction from his adoring fans.
‘Sonnet’, ‘Velvet Morning’, ‘Space and Time’ and ‘Lucky
Man’ all sparked a sea of camera phones to be held into
the air to capture the British rock icon playing those
beloved tracks from The Verve’s seminal 1997 LP ‘Urban
Hymns’. After briefly leaving the stage, Ashcroft returned
for a three-track encore which began with ‘C’mon People
(We’re Making It Now)’ - from his 2000 debut solo
record ‘Alone with Everybody’ - and then an emotional
rendition of number one single ‘The Drugs Don’t Work’,
of which every word was sang back at him. He closed his
show with ‘Bittersweet Symphony’ and before launching
into the anthem he thanked all his fans for continuing to
support him. He said: “I thank you all, you pay your heard
earned money to come and see me and I appreciate it.
This is ‘Bittersweet Symphony’.”

merican singer/songwriter LP has “almost
half” of her new album already written. The
‘Lost On You’ singer only released her fifth
studio effort ‘Heart To Mouth’ in December

but the tracklist for album number six is well underway
and she has loads of ideas for more songs recorded on
her smartphone. Speaking exclusively to BANG Showbiz,
she said: “I have like almost half of it done already, possi-
bly more, but I like to write new stuff always to try and
beat whatever I have. The songwriter in me just keeps
moving. I collect bits and bobs whilst I’m travelling and
then I try and get them right. Sometimes I’m just stewing
in a certain mood.” LP is touring the UK in May and
kicks off her run of shows at historic London venue The
Roundhouse on May 17. And the musician admits the tri-
als and tribulations of life on the road influence her writ-
ing because touring puts her in a certain headspace. The
singer - who recently released her latest single ‘Girls Go
Wild (James Krausse Mix)’, which is taken from ‘Heart To
Mouth’ - mused: “Some fans, at first, expected this past
record ‘Heart To Mouth’ to be all about rainbows and
puppy dogs the whole time, because things career-wise
have been good.  “But the mood that you have sometimes
when you’re touring can be odd. You feel great on stage,
it’s probably the best you feel the whole time but there
are 22 other hours in the day where you’re dealing with a
lot of s**t and doing a lot of thinking, but I think that
kind of headspace is good for writing. I try to think that
it’s not affecting me but it most certainly is, I definitely
noticed it during my Russian tour because there was a lot
of travelling and we were so far away from our loved
ones, it’s like a 10 or 12 hour time difference the whole

time so you feel pretty isolated at times and that does
play havoc on your mind. With your body if you’re in and
out of planes and in and out of a car all the time and
sleeping in different beds it gets weird ... I’ve had tours
where I’ve flown every day and it’s messed up.”

LP’s next album is

‘almost halfway’ written 
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orja Smith “never” writes lyrics
first. The 22-year-old singer
admitted her tracks don’t “make
sense” at first but she’s found a

way of creating new material that works for
her. She said: “I never write the lyrics before.
I just sing and then write along to the
melodies. It won’t really make sense at first,
but I might repeat certain phrases or words,
and keep doing that.  “I always record it on
voice note on my phone, then go back.”
Jorja’s first single, ‘Blue Lights’, was released
before she had a record deal and though it
did “very well” she admitted she didn’t real-
ize how successful it had been because she
didn’t know what was or wasn’t “normal”. She
said: “The first song I put out was ‘Blue
Lights’. But it seems like forever ago. I wrote
that one when I was still in Walsall.  “I put it
out because somehow it reminded me of
home. And it went a bit mad, but I’d never put
a song out before, so I didn’t know what was
normal and what wasn’t normal.  “It did very
well, so I put out another song, and another,
then just kept putting out songs and videos...
And now we’re here.” The ‘On Your Own’
singer - who is dating producer Joel
Compass - thinks it’s important to use her
lyrics to write about what she’s experiencing
at that time. Asked if she writes about what
she’s going through, she said: “Yeah, totally. I
wrote recently: ‘I’m constantly in awe of what
you teach me’. Because I get really angry and
my boyfriend is really good at being calm. So
I said: ‘Teach me’.  “I want to stop getting so
angry because I can shout and scream. I
need to chill out, which I find so difficult.”

Smith doesn’t write lyrics first 
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Springsteen
confirms

E Street Band
tour plans
ruce Springsteen has confirmed plans
for another E Street Band tour. The
‘Dancing In The Dark’ rocker admitted
while he was struggling to write any-

thing for his iconic group of musicians, he had a
sudden spark of creativity which has prompted
him to put plans in place for another trip on the
road. Speaking to Martin Scorsese at an event at
Raleigh Studios in Hollywood Sunday night pro-
moting his ‘Springsteen on Broadway’ special to
Emmy voters, he said: “I’ve spent about seven
years not writing anything for the band. I couldn’t
write anything for the band. “And then about a
month or so ago, I wrote almost an album’s worth
of material for the band and it came out of just... I
mean I know where it came from, but at the same
time, it just came out of almost nowhere. “I had
almost two weeks of those daily visitations and it
was so nice. It makes you so happy. You go,
‘Fine.’ There’ll be another tour.” The Boss also
opened up on why he feel “darkness” is so
appealing to artists, and revealed he still revisits
his hometown of Long Branch, New Jersey to
reflect. He explained: “If you’re an artist, the
darkness is always more interesting than the
light. It’s nice when you let the light in at the end
of something, but I was always interested in what
were the things that didn’t go right. “I had a
habit-I would drive back to my hometown and I
would do this over and over again and I used to
ask myself, ‘what am I coming back here for?’
And I still do it.”

Metallica
see ‘no end’ to
their career

etallica see “no end” to their careers. The
‘Enter Sandman’ rockers - who formed in 1981
- have no plans to stop recording and per-
forming but drummer Lars Ulrich admitted he

hopes someone will tell the band if they no longer have
“the physicality” to deliver a successful show. Speaking
to MOJO magazine, he said: “I see no end to it. The only
question is, ‘Does there come a point where the physical-
ity the music needs is still there? “I hope that somebody
around me will go, ‘Hey sunshine, maybe it’s not there
anymore...’ “Of course, there’s a few people who think it
has already happened. That’s fine. But when we play the
Kansas Cities of the world and you see 19,000 people
connecting to the music and us connecting to them, I can
tell you it definitely hasn’t happened yet.” The rockers -
Lars, Kirk Hammett, James Hetfield, and Robert Trujillo -
acknowledge they are all very different people but they
still feel like “brothers”. Kirk said: “There are people who
want to divide and conquer. We’re not gonna be part of
that platform.” Robert added: “As individuals within the
band, we’re all different. But we get along. Different
upbringings, but we are family, we’re brothers.” While
James dismissed suggestions his relationship with Lars
has mellowed over the years, he admitted they realize
there is “no use” trying to upset one another and regard
each other as enemies. He said: “We know there’s a
nuclear option and we know where those buttons are but
there’s no use pressing them. “We are there for our simi-
larities, not our differences. You don’t need that enemy
there all the time.”
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